LIFT MOUNTING KITS
The geoliner® 320 utilizes two reference pods in front of the vehicle during the alignment process for improved accuracy and repeatability. To best fit the needs of your shop, Hofmann® offers several different mounting kits specifically made for your unique needs.

**UNIVERSAL LIFT MOUNT KIT (EAK0334J36C)**

The Universal Lift Mount Kit can be installed/removed on nearly all alignment lifts requiring no modification or special preparation.

**SIDE MOUNT LIFT KIT (EAK0334J60C)**

The Side Mount Lift Kit provides a robust, heavy-duty camera mounting solution for common alignment lifts through the use of a low-profile, permanent mounting system.

**FLOOR MOUNT KIT (EAK0334J61A)**

The Floor Mount Kit provides a safe, molded platform for off-lift and pit applications.

**QUICK RELEASE SYSTEM**

Included with both the universal and side mount kits, the Quick Release System allows easy mounting/removal of the reference pods for safe storage. The Quick Release System is interchangeable between mounting kits allowing the geoliner® 320 to be used on multiple lifts.

For more information regarding geoliner® Wheel Aligners, please visit www.hofmann-usa.com or www.hofmann.ca
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